After four weeks of working hard in your lessons and using a screen all day, for Friday
afternoon we’ve planned something a little different for you…
During last term’s Christmas Quiz, you got to watch staff complete all sorts of
Taskmaster-inspired challenges. Well, now it’s your turn!
We’ve put together a number of challenges you can choose to complete at home,
either on your own or with your family. You can film or take photos of your challenge
attempts and submit them to us; the challenge attempts that impress us most will win
a prize.

Rules
All activities should be completed at home or in the garden and are for enjoyment
only. You must follow all social distancing guidelines and lockdown restrictions when
completing your challenge attempt.
Instructions are simple but read them carefully as there may be sneaky hidden rules
or clues.
Equipment can be anything in the home, unless otherwise specified. Do try not to
look on the internet for help. Be imaginative. Give it your best go and use your own
creativity. Have a good time and get the family involved!
Please stay safe when completing your challenge attempts: don’t do anything that
may cause you harm or be dangerous. If in doubt, ask a parent or carer’s
permission!
You can post as many entries as you like: take a photograph or a video and post it
to your tutor group classroom. You can also post your attempts on social media
using the hashtag #thespireschallenge. Entries must be posted by 9 am on Monday
1 February.
We can’t wait to see your entries, have fun and enjoy the challenges!

The Tasks


How many socks can you pair in one minute? Submit your best attempt;



Throw a piece of A4 paper in the bin. Most spectacular throw wins;



Egg drop: Drop an egg from the greatest height without it breaking – you can
protect it with only three items found at home;



Build the most impressive bridge you can from items at home;



Disguise a fruit as another fruit;



Wiggle a biscuit from your forehead into your mouth in the quickest time. No
hands!



Draw a self-portrait using condiments (E.g. ketchup, mayonnaise) only;



Make a house of cards;



Throw a teabag into a mug from the furthest possible distance;



Perform a scene from your favourite book or movie using only what you have
at home. Don’t tell us what the book or movie is;



Change the colour of a glass of milk;



Find something that looks like an animal but isn’t in any way an animal. Most
animal-like non-animal wins. Toys, models or cuddly toy animals do not count;



Make the longest domino run, replacing dominoes with household objects,
(don’t use anything that could break);



Camouflage yourself before revealing where you are hidden;



Paint a picture whilst blindfolded;



Create a picture of your favourite teacher using only items of food;



Transfer water between two bowls without moving the bowls;



Spell The Spires College using objects that start with the same letter e.g. an
apple for A, balloon for B…

Good luck! We look forward to seeing your entries. We’ll announce the winners in
assemblies next week.

